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METRO SAN GABRIEL VALLEY GOVERNANCE COUNCIL  
NOVEMBER 8, 2005 

 
 
SUBJECT: PROPOSED ADDITION OF NEW RAPID BUS STOP ON CENTRAL AVENUE AT 

COLORADO STREET IN THE CITY OF GLENDALE ON LINE 780 (PASADENA-
GLENDALE-HOLLYWOOD RAPID BUS)  

  
ACTION: APPROVE 
 
BACKGROUND 
 

Metro Rapid Line 780 was initiated in December 2004.  This 16.5 mile long Rapid Line has 16 
paired bus stops and attracts about 6,300 passengers per day.  This results in an average of 
about 180 boarding passengers per bus stop.  By comparison, the underlying local bus service, 
Line 180/181 is 18 miles long with 138 bus stops and carries an average of 12,000 passengers 
per weekday.  This is an average of about 85 boarding riders per bus stop. 
 
SGV Staff has been receiving increasing requests from riders and bus operators to add one 
stop to Line 780 in Glendale on Central at Colorado.  As shown on the attached map, this is at 
the southern end of the Glendale Galleria.    
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The MTA Board of Directors has approved “Metro Rapid Program Service Warrants” in August 
2004.  This document, Attachment B, establishes standards that all Rapid Bus lines are to 
adhere to.  Included in the warrants are standards for adding or removing bus stops.  To 
establish a new stop, a set of rigorous standards must be met.  These include the following: 
• The existing local bus stop at the candidate location must have at least 250 daily boardings 
• The average distance between Rapid stops on the line must be no less than .7 miles 
• And, the stop location must pass the “Time Delay Index” rating with a score of less than 

“5” if the new stop is between 0.5 and 0.7 miles from an existing rapid stop 
  
 

The proposed new stop on Line 780 is ½ mile south of the existing stop on Broadway at Brand 
Boulevard, and ¾ mile north of the stop on Los Feliz Boulevard at San Fernando Rd.  The 
passenger boarding counts for Line 180/181 at the Central and Colorado stop averages about 
185 per day.  While this number of passenger boardings is below the Rapid Warrant of 250, it is 
above the average for each existing bus stop on Line 780. 
 



The “Time Delay Index” (TDI) for this stop is generates a value of 29.  This is significantly 
above the minimum value of 5 required to add a Rapid stop.  However, even when the number 
of existing passengers boarding at the target stop is increased 100 times from 185 to 18,500, 
the TDI only decreases to 21.    
 
The TDI was designed to maintain the speed of Rapid Bus by making the additions of bus stop 
meet a high standard.  However, the use of a uniform standard for all Rapid Bus lines has 
created a situation where the majority of Rapid Bus lines, must compete with the very largest 
lines, such as the Wilshire – Whittier line that carries neatly 50,000 passengers per day.  This 
makes the implementation of needed modifications to moderate size Rapid Bus Lines very 
difficult to achieve.  
 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The Gateway Cities and Westside/Central Sectors are also in the process of proposing a new 
stop to one of their existing moderate sized Rapid Bus lines.   If approved by their Governance 
Councils, a joint report will be prepared for consideration to the MTA Board of Directors in 
February 2006.   This report would request a waver from the exiting Rapid Service Warrants so 
that the proposed new rapid stops could be implemented. 
 
If the SGV Governance Council approves, SGV staff will participate in the preparation of that 
report which will recommend the implementation of a new Rapid Bus stop on Line 780 on 
Central Avenue at Colorado Street in the City of Glendale. 
 
 
 

Prepared By:   
 
Jon Hillmer, Service Development Manager 
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                                    ATTACHMENT C 
METRO RAPID TIME DELAY INDEX CALCULATION   
            
Metro Rapid Line # 780    Enter Metro Rapid bus line number   
Local Bus Line #  180/181    Enter Local bus line number    
Stop:  Central & Colorado   Enter Stop location  
               
METRO RAPID SERVICE WARRANTS          
- Corridor must meet maintenance of operating speed requirement      
- Stops may be added only if they exceed 250 daily boardings       
- Stops less than 0.5 mile from an existing stop must have a TDI less than 3    
- Technical impact analysis is required:  customer, line performance, operating and capital cost  
               
EXISTING DATA              
               
- Existing Line 180/181 DX boardings at Central & Colorado   
               
  NB SB      
  On Off On Off      

  40 155.4 145.6 27.9  Enter boardings info for Local line 
               
 Note: These are all day boardings, including periods Line  780   is not operating 
               
- Existing Line 780 "on board" at Central & Colorado   
               
  NB SB      
  1286.4 1246.1  Enter passengers on-board info for Metro Rapid line 
  60 59  Enter number of trips info for Metro Rapid line 

  21 21   Average passenger on-board 
               
CALCULATIONS               
               
- Determine new boardings at the proposed new stop        
               

NB = 20 Based on Line 180/181   DX boardings of 40   and assuming that every other trip
  is a Line 780 trip, and that some of those boardings take place outside of 
  the Line 780 spread of service, it is determined that 20 (.5of the Line) 180/181 
  boardings) would use Metro Rapid Line  780    
               

SB = 73 Based on Line 180/181   DX boardings of 146   & assuming that every other trip 
  is a Line 780 trip, and that some of those boardings take place outside of 
  the Line 780 spread of service, it is determined that 73 (.5of the Line) 180/181 
  boardings) would use Metro Rapid Line  780    
               
- Determine added passenger delay by multiplying the average new boardings by 1 second and adding 
  30 seconds delay for vehicle arrival and departure        
               

NB: 20 x 1 = 20 , plus 30 =  50    
SB: 73 x 1 = 73 , plus 30 =  103    

               
- Calculate TDI by multiplying the avg. passengers on-board Line   780   by the delay, and dividing 
  by the new boardings              
               

NB: 21 x 50 = 1050 , divided by 20 = 52.5    
              

SB: 21 x 103 = 2163 , divided by 73 = 29.6    
               
RECOMMENDATIONS              
The proposed stop at  Central & Colorado   does/does not meet the Stop Location Warrant for 
either direction and, therefore, is/is not recommended        

 




